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This course will walk you through how to configure Windows Server 2012 infrastructure, deploy agents and
apply updates, and maintain an SCCM environment. We'll also cover the Software Configuration Management
Roadmap that covers the major future-proofing directions in SCCM. You'll also get a look at SCCM best
practices as you walk through an example environment. After completing this SCCM training course, you'll be
prepared to work in a SCCM environment and get the most out of it.- The state of Utah is seeing a sharp
increase in how many people are killed with a vehicle during their interaction with police. In 2006, there were
19 people killed in crashes with police. In 2017, that number rose to 45. One of those 45 people was Ronal
Serrato, who was shot multiple times by police after a traffic stop for a speeding ticket. A coalition of civil
rights groups are launching a campaign this weekend to help people understand their rights during a police
interaction, including that they are not free to ignore police commands. The folks at the National Lawyers Guild
- Salt Lake City Chapter are organizing the conference to help give people the facts and legal information they
need during their police interaction. - Utah Attorney General Sean Reyes is not convinced that Amber Alert
legislation should be allowed to move forward. He says the law should be redesigned to protect more Utah
children. Reyes says it's time for the state to admit that the legislation has gone too far and is need to be fixed. -
A long time effort to bring more economic opportunities to Utah's rural communities is looking to be a bit more
fruitful this year. The Utah Rural Economic Partnership is launching a new project called LEAD. It stands for
Leveraging Extension and Affirmative Development. They say it will focus on bringing more high paying jobs
to rural Utah. Leaders say the program will help connect small businesses and provide them with much needed
support. (SOUNDBITE) (English) PARTNER AND LEADER OF UTAH RURAL AFFIRMATIVE
DEVELOPMENT (URAD), SUSAN M.H. McGOVERN, SAYING: "We're not going to be able to have a
better future for our children and our grandchildren if we don't make more of the rural economy." The project
has a goal of bringing in $60 million to the state this year.Q:
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